Residential Management Technology
Breaking the disconnect between frontline
personnel and the executive team

Cloud-Based Residential Management Application

Made for the User, By the User

All of Your

Core Solutions

In OnE Convenient

Package

What You See Is What You Get

N.O.I. You Can Bank On

Just as the ResMan team
understands your needs, we also
share an appreciation for what
you don’t want: outrageous
pricing, hidden fees, or
complicated interfaces.
That’s
why
we’ve
made sure that none
of those things are a
part of the ResMan
experience.

Net Operating Income is the result of
economic occupancy and expense
control. Because ResMan was
developed
by
seasoned
industry
professionals,
occupancy is measured
with a revenue-based
focus.
Consequently, you and
your team are able to
make decisions based
on
profitability
and
income streams.

In
short,
we’ve
put together the
solutions
package
that we, as working
professionals,
want
to use: a package that
gives site teams 30-40
hours per month back in
operational time, is easy
and intuitive to use, and can be
accessed on virtually any Internetconnected device, through virtually
any browser.

The application DESIGNED BY PEOPLE Who Use It
On-site and executive personnel need
different information, for different
reasons. The “business intelligence”
that ResMan provides will aid in
accomplishing the needs, goals and
objectives of individual users.

From
the
lease
application to the
move-out reconciliation,
ResMan gives you total
control.

Business Intelligence in

the “BoardRoom”
Business Intelligence Maximizes Property Profitability
ResMan offers users a customizable
set of modules that reflect a real
time snapshot of performance, as
well as insights into key factors likely

Boardroom Customization
• Executives
• Accountants
• Regional
Directors
• Property
Managers

Take Your

• Assistant
Managers
• Maintenance
• Leasing
Agents

to impact future performance. This
feature – The Boardroom – gives
upper level management, executives,
and owners a minimally intrusive

microstrategy to manage assets by
providing a sophisticated platform
for both real time monitoring and
analytical reporting.

Proactively Manage
•

Make business-critical decisions
anytime, anywhere

•

Real time visibility throughout the
lifetime of the lease cycle

•

Retrieve Cash, Accrual
Blended accounting reports

•

Manage exposure,
and revenue

•

Relieve technology friction with a
multi-generational, friendly user
interface

and

occupancy

Management Team to the Executive Level

CLOUD-BASED COMPUTING
More Available, More Secure, More Affordable
Demand for the Cloud
ResMan is designed to c
onsolidate
the increasing number of ne
cessary
software applications and
infrastructure onto a single
service
provider
network, accessible
across an entire
portfolio.
With ResMan, every
complex
level
of
technology infrastructure
is moved off-site to a
simple and secure service
provider, “cloud” environment.
Bandwidth, which can become
a huge business pain when managing
a large portfolio, in effect becomes
obsolete.

Security on the MS
Azure Platform

Not All Technology
Created Equal

Who knows clouds better
than Microsoft? ResMan
was built on this open
and flexible Windows
platform because
it’s always up and
always on, 24x7.

ResMan isn’t like any other software
solutions package out there. It offers
powerful and sophisticated front and
back-end functionality, convenient
cloud-based architecture, and a high
degree of customizability, along with
business intelligence analytics to
help all users make better and faster
decisions.

With unlimited servers
and storage, the ResMan
solution will grow along
with your company;
ensuring scalability, and
guaranteeing your data
is always instantly up-to-date.

TOTAL ACCESS, 24x7
get the

Right Information
To the
Right People
at the
Right Time

MINOL UTILITY BILLING
Minol and ResMan have come
together to provide complete portfolio
management by offering clients
integrated property management and
utility billing solutions in just a few
easy clicks.

Is

Get a quick picture of what is current
and/or overdue, and drill down to
billing cycles showing usage by
service (water, sewer, and electrical).

Our vision is to become the leading
Our mission is to bring
partner of choice for residential
a SaaS (Software as
management companies worldwide;
a Service) solution
building lasting relationships
to the multifamily
through solid communication
industry that enhances
and providing a platform for
the natural workflow
our users to have a voice and
unique to this industrycontribute to a solution
a solution based on
for the user by the user.
innovative technology;

ResMan

must

be

easy

to

adopt and use. ResMan must
be relevant and continue to

A solution that is easy to learn
and

easy

to

implement;

solution based on management

meet the needs of the current

b e s t p r a c t i c e s ; a solution

market. ResMan

that

must be

promotes

growth

management

your organization. ResMan

partners alike; a solution that

must be open to the

excites our users on a daily

individual

contributions

basis and a solution that each

of each associate to help

ResMan associate can take

guide and develop the

pride in as well as a sense of
ownership.

and

for

complete for all levels of

future of the company.

a

vendor

the passion
behind our
purpose

R

esMan was designed and built by active multifamily
professionals, people who understand the unique
challenges you face on a day-to-day basis. The
developers and designers of ResMan are experienced
property managers with “boots on the ground” experience
who know what you need to increase your profitability,
decrease your expenses and make your life easier.
We know what it means to be on the front lines of the
multifamily industry. We created ResMan as a tool for
improved and proactive decision making, because we
understand the influence the front-line can have on the
bottom line. We bring years of real-worldexperience to the
final product, and even beta test all enhancements on our
own assets before releasing those enhancements to you.
It’s this emphasis on professional insight and decades
of experience that has proved to be a key factor in the
development of ResMan, the most sophisticated property
management solutions product available on the market
today.

www.ResManCloud.com
1.855.ResMan.1
(1.855.737.6261)

